CASE STUDY

PERCEPTION ANALYZER

j + k solutions develops an innovative quali-quant approach,
blending Dialsmith’s online and in-person dial testing; delivers
in-the-moment consumer insights for Fortune 300 client
SUMMARY
Kari Ullman, president of market research consultancy j+k solutions, is a veteran of the financial
services industry who focuses her expertise on designing and managing custom research studies to
help her Fortune 500 clients unlock actionable insights about their brands and targeted audiences. In
this capacity, Ullman used Dialsmith’s Perception Analyzer (PA) and Perception Analyzer Online (PA
Online) to gather in-the-moment feedback in a multi-phase, consumer based study on behalf of a
Fortune 300 company that sells insurance products. Ullman’s objective was to help her client
educate new and current sellers of these insurance products on how they can personally position
these products successfully to their client base. Using both online and in-person dial testing
methods, Ullman was able to involve more than 700 consumers in the testing and refining of the
script.

IN BRIEF
•

j + k solutions’ Kari Ullman conducted a multi-phase study for a Fortune 300 insurance
company to help them educate sellers of a new product on how to position it successfully
with their client base

•

Ullman successfully blended online and in-person dial testing into her methodology to best fit
the needs for each phase of the study and to balance the requirements of securing rich
qualitative feedback with the ability to gather data from a statistically significant and
geographically diverse sample

•

This new collaboration, blended new and innovative techniques providing breakthrough
insights

•

Results from the PA Online and PA dial testing enabled Ullman to identify positive and
negative “triggers” in the presentation language and help her client optimize the presentation
in order to make it more engaging and effective at motivating the consumers to take the
desired action
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BACKGROUND

Kari Ullman, president j+k solutions

Kari Ullman, president of market research consultancy j+k
solutions, is a 10-year veteran of the financial services industry.
Her expertise in designing and managing custom research
studies helps her Fortune 500 clients unlock actionable insights
about their brands and targeted audiences. In this capacity,
Ullman partnered with Dialsmith to design and implement a
multi-phase, consumer based study that integrated both PA and
PA Online to gather in-the-moment feedback. Ullman’s objective
was to gather rich and contextual consumer feedback that would
help her client, a Fortune 300 financial services company, refine
and optimize a presentation script that new and current sellers of
these insurance products could use to personally position these
products successfully to their client base.

CHALLENGE
Assist Fortune 300 client develop, refine and optimize a presentation script for a new insurance
product with the goal of helping new and current sellers position this product successfully to their
client base. Study methodology needed to address client’s requirements for securing rich qualitative
feedback as well as the ability to gather data from a statistically significant and geographically
diverse sample.

HOW THE DIALS HELPED
Ullman successfully blended online (through PA
Online) and in-person (through PA) dial testing
into her methodology to best fit the needs for
each phase of the study. PA Online was the tool
of choice for phase one of the study where
Ullman conducted online testing to set
benchmarks and vet the initial script with a larger,
more statistically significant and geographically
diverse sample group. These sessions helped to
better understand the “why” behind the dial
turns and allowed for probing, generating deeper
insights. The final stage,which is scheduled to
field in the coming months, will use PA Online
once again to test the refined script (aka “super
script”) with another large sample group—
400 consumers nationwide.
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“Dialsmith has been a great
partner to work with. They
share best practice
recommendations and offer
advice on doing things
smarter and better.”
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RESULTS
Using the moment-to-moment feedback
collected by the online and in-person dial
tests, Ullman was able to identify key
“triggers” (both positive and negative) in the
language of the script as she worked with
the client to craft a “super script” for
distribution’s future presentations. The ability
to view the dial data in real-time allowed for
testing multiple revisions of the script in the
same phase of the study and for zeroing in
on which sections were more effective than
others at engaging and keeping the interest;
saving time and money for the client
effectively utilizing just the right amount
resources.
This specific methodology uncovered
consumers’ lingering questions that the
presentation didn’t address. The dial
testing also revealed that the order in
which a specific section was presented
also impacted interest level. For
example, Ullman concluded that
presenting certain product benefits
upfront helped keep customers engaged
longer and lean in more. The research
also identified which types of coverage
amounts certain segments were willing
to buy and why, which will help the client
set realistic and accurate pricing and
sales goals. Lastly, blending online and
in-person sessions delivered rich
qualitative results while involving a
sample size of more than 700
consumers.
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Moving forward, Ullman and her client plan to
leverage this research as follows:
1. Informing the training of new and current
sellers on how to best sell the product to
different client segments
2. Increasing distribution partners’ confidence
in selling the product by having a “Consumer
Tested & Approved” sales presentation
3. Strengthening relations with the company’s
distribution partners by providing
competitive insights not available to others,
giving them an advantage
4. Utilizing learnings to create webinars,
marketing materials and content for its
educational, consumer-facing website.
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